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Abstract: We recalculate the two-loop beta functions for three gauge couplings taking
into account all low energy threshold corrections in split supersymmetry (split-SUSY) which
assumes a very high scalar mass scale MS . We find that, in split-SUSY with gaugino mass
unification assumption and a large MS , the gauge coupling unification requires a lower
bound on gaugino mass. Combined with the constraints from the dark matter relic density
and direct detection limits, we find that split-SUSY is very restricted and for dark matter
mass below 1 TeV the allowed parameter space can be fully covered by XENON-1T(2017).
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1. Introduction
It is well known that both the ATLAS and CMS collaborations have established the exis-
tence of a 125 GeV Standard Model (SM)-like Higgs boson [1, 2]. So far the LHC Higgs
data (with large uncertainties) agree well with the SM predictions. Still, such a newly dis-
covered Higgs boson (especially its enhanced diphoton signal rate reported by ATLAS) has
been interpreted in various new physics frameworks, among which a particular interesting
scenario is low energy supersymmetry [3].
Supersymmetry (SUSY) is interesting in many aspects. A very interesting observation
is that the observed Higgs boson mass of 125 GeV falls within the narrow window 115−135
GeV predicted by the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM). Besides, the
unification of gauge couplings [4, 5], which cannot be achieved in the SM, can be successfully
realized by introducing supersymmetric particles with proper quantum numbers. The
observed cosmic dark matter, which has no interpretation in the SM, can be perfectly
explained in SUSY.
Although SUSY is appealing, no signals of SUSY have been found at the LHC, which
implies that squarks and gluinos should beyond the 1 TeV range. In fact, the LHC data set
a limit[6, 7] mg˜ > 1.5 TeV for mq˜ ∼ mg˜ and mg˜ & 1 TeV for mq˜ ≫ mg˜ within the popular
CMSSM model. On the other hand, radiative electroweak symmetry breaking conditions
to give a 125 GeV Higgs requires an electroweak fine-tuning (EWFT). Such a fine-tuning
may indicate that we should not expect SUSY to provide naturalness. Actually, from the
viewpoint of quantum field theory, the naturalness problem of the Higgs mass appears
to be quite similar to the cosmological constant problem, since both of them are related
to ultraviolet power divergences. Maybe we can apply the naturalness criterion of the
cosmological constant to SUSY. Split supersymmetry (split-SUSY), proposed in [8, 9, 10],
gives up naturalness while keeps the other two main virtues: the gauge coupling unification
and viable dark matter candidates. This split-SUSY scenario assumes a very high scalar
mass scale MS and at low energy the supersymmetric particles are only the gauginos and
higgsinos as well as a fine-tuned Higgs boson. With very heavy sfermions this scenario can
obviously avoid the flavor problem.
Given the significant progress of the LHC experiment and dark matter detections
[11, 12, 13], we in this work check the dark matter and gauge coupling unification in split-
SUSY. In fact, as shown in [14, 15, 16], the previous dark matter data can already set
some constraints on the parameter space of split-SUSY. The gauge coupling unification
in split-SUSY had been checked at two loop level in a special case assuming M1 = M2 =
M3 = µ[9, 17] and also in complete two loop level in [18]. We recalculate the two-loop
beta functions for three gauge couplings at two loop level taking into account all threshold
corrections to check the status of split SUSY after higgs discovery, in particular the gauge
coupling unification constraints on dark matter phenomenology.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we study the gauge coupling unification
in split-SUSY. In Sec. 3 we examine the constraints of dark matter relic density and direct
detections on split-SUSY. Sec. 4 contains our conclusions.
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2. Constraints of Split SUSY From Gauge Coupling Unification
We firstly brief review the split supersymmetry scenario and explain our conventions. More
details can be found in [8, 9]. The Lagrangian of Split supersymmetry is given by
L = m2H†H − λ
2
(
H†H
)2
−
[
huij q¯juiǫH
∗ + hdij q¯jdiH + h
e
ij ℓ¯jeiH
+
M3
2
g˜Ag˜A +
M2
2
W˜ aW˜ a +
M1
2
B˜B˜ + µH˜Tu ǫH˜d
+
H†√
2
(
g˜uσ
aW˜ a + g˜′uB˜
)
H˜u +
HT ǫ√
2
(
−g˜dσaW˜ a + g˜′dB˜
)
H˜d + h.c.
]
, (2.1)
with ǫ = iσ2 and the higgsino components H˜u,d, the gluino g˜, the Wino W˜ , the Bino B˜ as
well as all the standard model particles with one Higgs doublet H. The standard model
higgs doublet is the linear combination of two higgs doublets H = − cosβǫH∗d + sinβHu
which are fine-tuned to have small mass. The definition of scalar quartic coupling λ and
the yukawa couplings hu,d,eij will be given shortly. The parameter µ arises from the µ-term
of the supersymmetric standard model and acts as the higgsino mass parameter.
The squarks, sleptons, charged as well as the pseudoscalar Higgs from the supersym-
metric standard model in split SUSY scenario are assumed to be heavy (so that they will
not cause a problem in SUSY flavor problems etc) and their masses are assumed to be
degenerated at mass scale MS . The coupling constants appeared in previous Lagrangian
at the scale MS are obtained by matching them with the interaction terms of the super-
symmetric Higgs doublets Hu and Hd
Lsusy = −g
2
8
(
H†uσ
aHu +H
†
dσ
aHd
)2
− g
′2
8
(
H†uHu −H†dHd
)2
+λuijH
T
u ǫu¯iqj − λdijHTd ǫd¯iqj − λeijHTe ǫe¯iℓj
−H
†
u√
2
(
gσaW˜ a + g′B˜
)
H˜u −
H†d√
2
(
gσaW˜ a − g′B˜
)
H˜d + h.c. . (2.2)
Because one Higgs doublet can be fine-tuned to be small, the new coupling constants at
the scale MS can be obtained by replacing Hu → sinβH and Hd → cos βǫH∗ into (2.2)
with:
λ(MS) =
[
g2(MS) + g
′2(MS)
]
4
cos2 2β, (2.3)
huij(MS) = λ
u∗
ij (MS) sin β, h
d,e
ij (MS) = λ
d,e∗
ij (MS) cos β, (2.4)
g˜u(MS) = g(MS) sin β, g˜d(MS) = g(MS) cos β, (2.5)
g˜′u(MS) = g
′(MS) sin β, g˜
′
u(MS) = g
′(MS) cos β. (2.6)
We should note that such tree level relation will hold in higher order only if DR (Di-
mensional Reduction) renormalization scheme is used. Supersymmetry ensures that the
gaugino coupling gˆ within
√
2gˆφi(tA)ji (ψjλ
A) is equal to the gauge couping g. Due to the
fact thatMS is not supersymmetry preserving, the relation gˆ = g is spoiled in this scheme.
The relation (2.3) will be modified [19] to act as the input of RGE running (see appendix).
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Let us take a look at the free parameters in split-SUSY. It is well known that for the
ratios of gaugino masses and gauge couplings we have
d
d lnµ
(
Mi
g2i
)
= 0 (2.7)
and thus the ratios are RGE-invariant (up to one-loop level). This leads to a mass relation
given by
M1
g21
=
M2
g22
=
M3
g23
=
MU
g2U
, (2.8)
with universal gaugino mass at the GUT scale. This gaugino mass relation can naturally
appear in the ordinary SUSY-SU(5) GUT models (it can be spoiled by the introduction
of certain higher dimensional representation Higgs fields, e.g., the 75, 200 dimensional
Higgs fields [20, 21]). The two-loop corrections to the mass ratios Mi/g
2
i are subdominant
and make negligible contributions to two-loop RGE running of gauge couplings. So in our
following analysis we adopt this gaugino mass relation. With this mass relation, the low
energy SUSY mass parameters in split-SUSY can be reduced to: M3, µ and MS . The
parameter tan β is chosen by random scan so as to give the 125 GeV higgs in the next
section. It was chosen as a free parameter in this section. To avoid the SUSY flavor
problem, split-SUSY assumes MS ≫ (M3, µ) and the value of MS is typically chosen to
be higher than 100 TeV. We should note that the gaugino mass relation will no longer be
valid below MS due to the split nature of the split supersymmetry spectrum. However,
various constraints, especially the 125 GeV higgs discovery by LHC, exclude the high MS
scenario and favor scalar superpartners in the region MS ∼ 104 − 108GeV[18]. So it can
be reasonable to keep the approximate ratio of the gaugino mass relations.
Preserving gauge coupling unification is one of the two motivations of split-SUSY
which, on the other side, is a highly non-trivial constraint on split-SUSY. In general,
the successful gauge coupling unification at one-loop level taking into account threshold
corrections disfavors a largeMS due to the prediction of a relatively lower αs(MZ) than the
experimental value. In [8] it is argued that the two-loop renormalization group equation
(RGE) running can alleviate this difficulty by pushing up the predicted α3(MZ) to around
0.130 and thus can push upMS to a large value. So the inclusion of two-loop RGE runnings
for gauge couplings are necessary in order to achieve the gauge coupling unification in split-
SUSY.
In this work we use the method in [22, 23] to calculate the two-loop beta functions for
three gauge couplings in split-SUSY, taking into account the threshold corrections. The re-
sults of [9], which assumingM1 =M2 =M3 = µ, is a special case of our general results (we
checked that in this special case both results are in agreement). To study the RGE running
for gauge couplings, we also calculated the one-loop beta functions for Yukawa couplings
and gaugino couplings with threshold corrections. There are in total four different scenarios
depending on the relative size of the gaugino masses and µ. The full analytic expression
for the beta function in these scenarios can be seen in the appendix. Although the pro-
ton decay problem in the split susy scenario will ameliorated, natural doublet-triplet(D-T)
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splitting may still need certain mechanism. Incorporating various D-T splitting mechanism
can lead to uncertainties in the GUT theory field contents and consequently new matter
threshold uncertainties. So in our study on gauge coupling unification, we neglect possible
GUT scale threshold corrections and possible new gauge kinetic terms from Planck-scale
suppressed non-renormalizable operators involving various high representation higgs fields
of GUT gauge group. It is well known that the two loop RGE running for gauge couplings
are scheme independent, so we use theMS couplings in our studying of the gauge coupling
unification.
With the two-loop RGE running of gauge couplings, we can study the gauge coupling
unification requirement for the three free mass parameters in split-SUSY. To make our
calculation reliable, the GUT scale must be significantly lower than the Planck scale so
that the gravitational effects can be neglected. On the other hand, the GUT scale can not
be very low; otherwise it will lead to fast proton decay.
Note that in ordinary SUSY-GUT, the dominant proton decay comes from the dimension-
5 operators involving the triplet Higgs and gaugino loops (these dimension-5 operators in-
duce the decay p→ K++ν¯, whose experimental bound is τp→K+ν¯ > 3.3×1033 years[24, 25]).
Since this decay also involves sfermions in the loops, it is much suppressed in split-SUSY
due to very heavy sfermions. In fact, as noted in [10], the contribution from the model-
dependent dimension-5 operator which is suppressed byM4S is subdominant to dimension-6
operators if the amplitude is suppressed by two light quark/lepton masses. In Split Su-
persymmetry, the heavy squarks can provide adequate suppression and the suppression of
light fermion masses can even be unnecessary.
So for proton decay, we only consider the decay mode p → e+ + π0 induced by the
heavy X, Y gauge bosons of SU(5) with mass MGUT through the dimension-6 operators
(via gauge boson exchange)[9]:
τ(p→ π0e+) =
(
MGUT
1016 GeV
)4( 1/35
αGUT
)2(0.015 GeV3
αN
)2(
5
AL
)2
4.4× 1034 yr.
with AL the operator renormalization factors and αN the hadronic matix element. The
lattice result[26] gives αN = 0.015 GeV
3.
Combining with the experimental bound given by[24, 25]
τ(p→ e+ + π0) > 1.0× 1034years, (2.9)
we can find the lower limit for the GUT scale. Taking into account the upper limit (Planck
scale) and choosing the central value of AL = 5 in equation (2.9), the GUT scale should
lie in the range
1.0× 1019GeV > MGUT >
√
35αGUT
(
6.9× 1015)GeV . (2.10)
In our numerical study, we require that successful grand unification should satisfy this
constraint on the GUT scale.
The following setting is used in our numerical studies: We use the central value of
g1, g2 and 3σ range of g3 as the input at the electroweak scale. Other couplings at the
electroweak scale, for example, the top yukawa ht etc, are extracted from the standard
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model inputs taking into account the threshold corrections. Relevant details can be seen
in the appendix. We also use their central values in our numerical studies.
Gauge couplings unification requires that the three gauge couplings meet at the same
point with g1(MGUT ) = g2(MGUT ) = g3(MGUT ) and the GUT scale satisfied the equation
(2.10). However, in numerical studies, it is not possible to obtain exact equality which
differs dramatically from the approach of the one-loop case. Because of the decoupled
nature of the one-loop gauge couplings running, the unification scale is determined by the
intersection of g1, g2 and one can extrapolate back to predict g3 at the elctroweak scale. In
case of the two loop results, the two-loop RGE running of gauge couplings which amount
to numerically solve a series of coupled differential equations are obtained from the values
at electroweak scale and evolve step by step to GUT scale. We thus use the criteria that
the gauge couplings unification is satisfied when the three couplings differ within the range
0.005 (less than 1% error).
The RGE running of the three gauge couplings for some benchmark points in the
parameter space is displayed in Fig.1, where we fix MS = 100 TeV, µ = 500 GeV, tan β =
10 and vary M2 from 200 GeV to 3.33 TeV. To illustrate if the three gauge couplings can
really merge at a high scale, we only show the running region of E > 1014 GeV in this
figure. In fact, we found that the two-loop RGEs change g2 coupling more sizably than
g1 and g3. We can see from this figure that gauge coupling unification prefers a relatively
large gaugino mass.
With a random scan over the parameter space (0 < M2, µ < MS ≤ 1013GeV) for
1 < tan β < 50 under the gauge coupling unification requirement, we obtain the results
shown in Fig. 2. The sharp edge within the figures corresponds to the constraintsMS > M3
in the split SUSY. From the left panel we can find an upper bound for MS , which is about
106 GeV (since split-SUSY requires MS ≫Mg˜i , we can also obtain an upper bound on M2
correspondingly). From the right panel we can find upper limits for µ and M2, which are
around 100 TeV, independent of the MS value.
22
23
24
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26
27
28
29
30
31
32
10 15 10 16 10 17
1/ a 3
1/
a 2
1/
a
1
MS = 100 TeV
m  = 500 GeV
M2 = 200 GeV
1/
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10 15 10 16
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Next leading order
MS = 100 TeV
m  = 500 GeV
M2 = 3330 GeV
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Figure 1: The RGE running of the three gauge couplings (we only show the region of E > 1014
GeV). The dashed lines (green) denote the one-loop results while the solid lines (red) denote the
two-loop results.
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Figure 2: The scatter plots of the parameter space with the gauge coupling unification requirement.
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Figure 3: Same as Fig.2, but showing M2 versus MS for fixed µ.
We also scan the parameter space of (M2, MS) with a fixed value of µ and display the
results in Fig.3. We can see that the gauge coupling unification imposes a lower bound on
MS , which is 5 TeV for a small µ value. It is also interesting to note that a lower bound
for M2 exists for a large µ value. However, when µ turns small, the lower bound for M2 is
relaxed.
Note that on the plane of (M2, MS) the gauge coupling unification requirement gives
a region instead of a line. The reason is that some uncertainties are involved in gauge
coupling unification requirement. The first uncertainty comes from the measured gauge
couplings at MZ scale and in our calculation we considered the 3σ range of αs(MZ). The
second uncertainty is that the merging of three gauge couplings at some GUT scale is
not ’exact’ numerically (in our analysis we require the difference between any two gauge
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couplings to be smaller than 0.005 while the gauge coupling strength is about 0.68).
We should give a brief comment on the role of parameter tan β in the gauge coupling
unification. Naively, tan β does not appear explicitly in the two-loop gauge coupling beta
functions. However, tan β can affect the gauge coupling RGE running by showing itself
in the yukawa couplings and the gaugino couplings g˜, g˜′. Numerical studies indicates that
the unification is not sensitive to the choice of tan β. The parameter Mi, µ, which define
the thresholds of gauginos and higgsino, can also affect the gauge coupling unification by
changing the value of beta functions.
3. Dark matter in split-SUSY
In split-SUSY the lightest neutralino χ˜0 is proposed to be the Weakly Interacting Massive
Particle (WIMP) dark matter candidate. We now check the dark matter issue in split-
SUSY, using the latest relic density data from Planck and the direct detection limits from
XENON100,LUX as well as the future Xeon1T.
We use the package DarkSUSY [27] to scan the parameter space of split-SUSY in the
ranges:
1 < tan β < 50, 0 < (M2, µ) < MS . (3.1)
In order to use DarkSUSY to calculate the relic density of dark matter in split susy scenario,
we use the fact that the effects of heavy sfermions and heavy higgs almost entirely decouple
when MS = MA > 5TeV[28]. So in our numerical study, we single out the points which
satisfy the GUT constraints (as that in previous section) and then set MS =MA = 10TeV
in DarkSUSY to carry out dark matter related numerical calculations for such survived
points.
In our scan we take into account the current dark matter and collider constraints:
(1) We use the lightest neutralino χ˜01 to account for the Planck measured dark matter
relic density ΩDM = 0.1199±0.0027 [11] (in combination with the WMAP data [12]);
(2) The LEP lower bounds on neutralino and charginos, including the invisible decay
of Z-boson; For LEP experiments, the most stringent constraints come from the
chargino mass and the invisible Z-boson decay. We require that mχ˜± > 103GeV and
the invisible decay width Γ(Z → χ˜0χ˜0) < 1.71 MeV, which is consistent with the 2σ
precision EW measurement result: Γnon−SMinv < 2.0 MeV.
(3) The precision electroweak measurements;
Indirect constraints from electroweak precision observables such as ρl, sin
2 θleff and
MW or their combinations (oblique parameters S, T, U)[29]. We require the oblique
parameters to be compatible with the LEP/SLD data at 2σ confidence level [30]. We
compute these observables with the formula presented in [31].
(4) The combined mass range for the Higgs boson: 123GeV < Mh < 127GeV from
ATLAS and CMS collaborations of LHC.
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In split-SUSY due to large MS , log(m
2
f˜
/m2t ) ≫ 1 will spoil the convergence of the
traditional loop expansion in evaluating the SUSY effects of Higgs boson self-energy.
So in order to calculate mass of the SM-like Higgs boson, we use the RGE improved
effective potential[32]. This computation method is employed in the NMSSMTools
package[33]. This package can be applied to the MSSM cases by setting λ = κ → 0
so that the MSSM phenomenology is recovered.
We calculate the spin-independent (SI) dark matter-nucleon scattering rate with the
relevant parameters chosen as [34, 35, 36]: f
(p)
Tu
= 0.023, f
(p)
Td
= 0.032, f
(n)
Tu
= 0.017,
f
(n)
Td
= 0.041 and f
(p)
Ts
= f
(n)
Ts
= 0.020. In our calculation of the scattering rate, we take
into account all the contributions known so far (including QCD corrections). For fTs we
take a more reliable value from the recent lattice simulation [37].
10 2
10 3
M
2 
(G
eV
)
MS = 30 TeV MS = 50 TeV
10 2
10 3
10 2 10 3 10 4
MS = 100 TeV
102 103 10 4
MS = 200 TeV
m  (GeV)
Figure 4: The scatter plots of the parameter space for µ > 0 satisfying constraints (1-4) including
dark matter relic density. The triangles (red) cannot achieve the gauge coupling unification.
In figs.4 and 5, we show the scatter plots of the parameter space satisfying constraints
(1)-(4) with positive µ. In the allowed parameter space, some samples cannot achieve the
gauge coupling unification, which are marked out with red color in these figures. From
fig.4, we can see that all the parameter space satisfying constraints (1-4) are excluded by
GUT constraints for MS & 200 TeV.
We see that the current LUX[38] and XENON100 direct detection limits are quite
stringent for split-SUSY, which can exclude a large part of the parameter space allowed by
other constraints including the dark matter relic density. Note that a strip corresponding
to a dark matter mass range from 1.0 TeV to 1.3 TeV can survive the combined constraints
of GUT and dark matter direct detection for MS . 200 TeV. From a careful analysis we
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found that this strip of parameter space gives a higgsino-like dark matter. Outside this
strip (i.e. for a dark matter mass below 1 TeV), the survived parameter space can be fully
covered by the future XENON-1T experiment. In fact, the vast majority of such survived
parameter spaces had already been excluded by LUX.
For negative µ, the survived parameter spaces are shown in fig.6 and fig.7. Our nu-
merical calculations show that in most parameter spaces the results are not very sensitive
to the sign of µ. The minus sign scenario can only revive a very small part of parameter
spaces which otherwise be excluded in positive µ scenario. However, unlike the positive µ
scenario, future XENON-1T experiment is necessary to cover all the survived parameter
spaces with a dark matter mass below 1 TeV.
So we can conclude that for a dark matter mass below 1 TeV the split-SUSY under
current experimental constraints and gauge coupling unification requirement can be fully
covered by the future XENON-1T experiment.
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Figure 5: Same as Fig.4, but showing the spin-independent cross section of dark matter scattering
off the nucleon. The curves denote the limits from LUX [38] and XENON100 as well as the future
XENON-1T sensitivity.
4. Conclusion
We calculated the two-loop beta functions for three gauge couplings in split-SUSY taking
into account all low energy threshold corrections. In split-SUSY scenario with gaugino
mass unification assumption and a large MS , we find that the gauge coupling unification
requires a lower bound on gaugino mass. Combined with the constraints from the dark
matter relic density and direct detection limits, we found that split-SUSY is very restricted
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Figure 6: Same as Fig.4 for µ < 0.
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Figure 7: Same as Fig.5 for µ < 0.
and for dark matter mass below 1 TeV the allowed parameter space can be fully covered
by XENON-1T(2017).
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Appendix A: Boundary Value of the RGE Running
We will use the modified minimal subtraction (MS) scheme in our gauge coupling RGE
running.
Taking into account certain threshold contributions, the MS couplings can be ex-
tracted from the standard model input αs(MZ) = 0.1184 ± 0.0007 by
gˆ23
4π
(MZ)|MS =
αs(MZ)
1 + αs(MZ )2pi
2
3 ln
(
mt
MZ
) (4.1)
Similarly, we have
αˆem(MZ)|MS =
αem(MZ)
1 + αem(MZ)2pi
16
9 ln
(
mt
MZ
) (4.2)
with the Standard Model input α−1em(MZ) = 127.916 ± 0.015.
The exact form of effective weak mixing angle in the modified minimal subtraction
MS scheme is rather complex and we use the given by PDG[39]
sˆ2 ≡ gˆ
′2(MZ)
gˆ′2(MZ) + gˆ′2(MZ)
= 0.23116 ± 0.00013. (4.3)
From the top-quark pole mass Mt|pole = 173.5GeV and taking into account the QCD
threshold corrections, one-loop electroweak corrections as well as two-loop O(ααs) correc-
tions, the MS input for top-yukawa coupling is given by[40]
ht(Mt) = 0.93587 + 0.00557
(
Mt
GeV
− 173.15
)
− 0.00003
(
Mh
GeV
− 125
)
− 0.00041
(
αs(MZ)− 0.1184
0.0007
)
. (4.4)
In converting the pole top quark mass into MS mass, we neglect the subleading possible
contributions from gaugino corrections in this stage because of undecided gaugino coupling
g˜1d,2d, g˜1u,2u.
The bottom and tau yukawa couplings atMZ scale can be similarly extracted from their
MS or pole mass mb(MS) = 4.18GeV,mτ |pole = 1.776GeV followed by RGE running[17]
hb(MZ) = 0.024
(
1− g
2
3
8π2
23
3
ln
(
MZ
mb
))12/23 (
1 +
e2
8π2
80
9
ln
(
MZ
mb
))−3/80
,
hτ (MZ) = 0.0102
(
1− e
2
4π2
)(
1 +
e2
8π2
80
9
ln
(
MZ
mb
))−27/80
, (4.5)
Because of the fact that supersymmetry is not preserved in theMS scheme, the bound-
ary conditions appeared in (2.3) is valid only in DR scheme and will be spoiled in MS
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scheme. We know that in case of simple group, the MS gauge couplings are related to the
DR gauge couplings by the relation[19]
gMS = gDR
[
1− g
2
96π2
C(G)
]
. (4.6)
The relation (2.3) in MS scheme will be changed into
g˜u(MS) = g(MS) sin β
[
1 +
1
16π2
(
23
24
g2 − 1
8
g′2
)]
,
g˜′u(MS) = g
′(MS) sin β
[
1 +
1
16π2
(
3
8
g2 +
1
8
g′2
)]
,
g˜d(MS) = g(MS) sin β
[
1 +
1
16π2
(
23
24
g2 − 1
8
g′2
)]
,
g˜′d(MS) = g
′(MS) sin β
[
1 +
1
16π2
(
3
8
g2 +
1
8
g′2
)]
, (4.7)
at the MS scale at tree-level. This result agrees with the results in [41]( and also agrees
with ref.[17] if we use the tree-level expression c2 = g2/(g′2 + g2) to eliminate g′).
At one-loop level, the expression changed into [41]
g˜u(MS)
g(MS) sin β
= 1 +
1
16π2
[
23
24
g2 − 1
8
g′2 +
7
16
cos2 β g′2 −
(
11
16
cos2 β +
13
8
)
g2 +
(
3
4 sin2 β
+
3
2
)
h2t
]
g˜′u(MS)
g′(MS) sin β
= 1 +
1
16π2
[
3
8
g2 +
1
8
g′2 +
21
16
cos2 β g2 +
(
7
16
cos2 β − 21
8
)
g′2 +
(
3
4 sin2 β
+
3
2
)
h2t
]
,
g˜d(MS)
g(MS) sin β
= 1 +
1
16π2
[
23
24
g2 − 1
8
g′2 +
7
16
sin2 β g′2 −
(
11
16
sin2 β +
13
8
)
g2 +
3
2
h2t
]
,
g˜′d(MS)
g′(MS) sin β
= 1 +
1
16π2
[
3
8
g2 +
1
8
g′2 +
21
16
sin2 β g2 +
(
7
16
sin2 β − 21
8
)
g′2 +
3
2
h2t
]
. (4.8)
with proper normalization g′ =
√
3/5g1. Because such boundary conditions are given at
the MS scale while other inputs are given at the weak scale MZ , iterative procedure is
necessary in the numerical studies.
Appendix B: Two-Loop RGE for Gauge Couplings in Split Supersymme-
try
The 2-loop RGE for SU(3)c, SU(2)L, U(1)Y gauge couplings (g3, g2, g1, respectively) are
given by
d
d lnE
gi =
bi
(4π)2
g3i +
g3i
(4π)4

∑
j
Bijg
2
j −
∑
a=u,d,e
dai Tr(h
a†ha)− dW (g˜2u + g˜2d)− dB(g˜′2u + g˜′2d )

 ,
with the U(1)Y normalization g
2
1 =
5
3(gY )
2 and the relevant coefficients in Table 1,2,3,4.
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The one-loop RGE for Yukawa couplings below the MS scale can be written as
16π2
d
dt
hu = hu
[
−3cui g2i + cuTT + cuS1S1 + cuS2S2 +
3
2
(
hu†hu − hd†hd
)]
,
16π2
d
dt
hd = hd
[
−3cdi g2i + cdTT + cdS1S1 + cdS2S2 +
3
2
(
hd†hd − hu†hu
)]
,
16π2
d
dt
he = he
[
−3cei g2i + ceTTT + ceS1S1 + ceS2S2 +
3
2
he†he
]
,
(4.9)
with
T = Tr(3hu†hu + 3hd†hd + he†he), S1 =
1
2
[
(g˜′u)
2 + (g˜′d)
2
]
, S2 =
3
2
(
g˜2u + g˜
2
d
)
,
The relevant coefficients in different scenarios can be found in Table 5,6,7.
Upon MS , we recover the MSSM result and the one-loop RGE for yukawa-type inter-
actions in the superpotential are
16π2
d
dt
λu = λu
[
−2cui g2i + 3Tr(λu†λu) + 3λu†λu + λd†λd
]
,
16π2
d
dt
λd = λd
[
−2cdi g2i + Tr(3λd†λd + λe†λe) + λu†λu + 3λd†λd
]
,
16π2
d
dt
λe = λe
[
−2cei g2i + Tr(3λd†λd + λe†λe) + 3λe†λe
]
,
(4.10)
with
cui = (
13
30
,
3
2
,
8
3
), cdi = (
7
30
,
3
2
,
8
3
), cei = (
9
10
,
3
2
, 0).
The gaugino coupling RGE (upon gaugino, higgsino thresholds and below MS) can be
written as
16π2
d
dt
g˜u = −3g˜ucui g2i +
5
4
g˜3u −
1
2
g˜ug˜
2
d +
1
4
g˜ug˜
′2
u + g˜dg˜
′
dg˜
′
u + g˜u(T + cS1S1 + cS2S2),
16π2
d
dt
g˜d = −3g˜dcdi g2i +
5
4
g˜3d −
1
2
g˜dg˜
2
u +
1
4
g˜dg˜
′2
d + g˜ug˜
′
ug˜
′
d + g˜d(T + cS1S1 + cS2S2),
16π2
d
dt
g˜′u = −3g˜′uc˜ui g2i +
3
4
g˜′3u +
3
2
g˜′ug˜
′2
d +
3
4
g˜′ug˜
2
u + 3g˜
′
dg˜dg˜u + g˜
′
u(T + cS1S1 + cS2S2),
16π2
d
dt
g˜′d = −3g˜′dc˜di g2i +
3
4
g˜′3d +
3
2
g˜′dg˜
′2
u +
3
4
g˜′dg˜
2
d + 3g˜
′
ug˜ug˜d + g˜
′
d(T + cS1S1 + cS2S2),(4.11)
with the coefficient
cu,di = (
3
20
,
11
4
, 0), c˜u,di = (
3
20
,
3
4
, 0), cS1 = cS2 = 1, (4.12)
and the boundary value at MS scale
g˜u(MS) = g2(MS) sin β, g˜d(MS) = g2(MS) cos β,
g˜′u(MS) = g1(MS) sin β, g˜
′
d(MS) = g1(MS) cos β. (4.13)
Below M2, we can decoupling the effect of wino by setting g˜u = g˜d = 0. Blow M1, the
effect of bino can be decoupled by setting g˜′u = g˜
′
d = 0. Below µ, these gaugino interactions
will decouple.
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Table 1: The coefficients in two-loop gauge coupling RGE with M3 < µ < MS .
E bi Bij (d
u
i , d
d
i , d
e
i ) (d
W
i , d
B
i )
[MZ ,M2]


41/10
−19/6
−7




199
50
27
10
44
5
9
10
35
6 12
11
10
9
2 −26




17
10
1
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
1
2
2 2 0




0 0
0 0
0 0


[M2,M3]


41/10
−11/6
−7




199
50
27
10
44
5
9
10
163
6 12
11
10
9
2 −26




17
10
1
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
1
2
2 2 0




9
20
3
20
0 0
0 0


[M3, µ]


41/10
−11/6
−5




199
50
27
10
44
5
9
10
163
6 12
11
10
9
2 22




17
10
1
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
1
2
2 2 0




9
20
3
20
11
4
1
4
0 0


[µ,MS ]


9/2
−7/6
−5




104
25
18
5
44
5
6
5
106
3 12
11
10
9
2 22




17
10
1
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
1
2
2 2 0




9
20
3
20
11
4
1
4
0 0


[MS ,MU ]


33
5
1
−3




199
25
27
5
88
5
9
5 25 24
11
5 9 14




26
5
14
5
18
5
6 6 2
4 4 0




0 0
0 0
0 0


Table 2: The coefficients in two-loop gauge coupling RGE with M2 < µ < M3.
E bi Bij (d
u
i , d
d
i , d
e
i ) (d
W
i , d
B
i )
[MZ ,M2]


41/10
−19/6
−7




199
50
27
10
44
5
9
10
35
6 12
11
10
9
2 −26




17
10
1
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
1
2
2 2 0




0 0
0 0
0 0


[M2, µ]


41/10
−11/6
−7




199
50
27
10
44
5
9
10
163
6 12
11
10
9
2 −26




17
10
1
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
1
2
2 2 0




9
20
3
20
0 0
0 0


[µ,M3]


9/2
−7/6
−7




199
50
27
10
44
5
9
10
163
6 12
11
10
9
2 22




17
10
1
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
1
2
2 2 0




9
20
3
20
11
4
1
4
0 0


[M3,MS ]


9/2
−7/6
−5




104
25
18
5
44
5
6
5
106
3 12
11
10
9
2 22




17
10
1
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
1
2
2 2 0




9
20
3
20
11
4
1
4
0 0


[MS ,MU ]


33
5
1
−3




199
25
27
5
88
5
9
5 25 24
11
5 9 14




26
5
14
5
18
5
6 6 2
4 4 0




0 0
0 0
0 0


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